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Articles, letters of interest, photographs are always needed and should be
sent to the Editor :- landscape@sky.com
I use Microsoft Publisher to produce the journal so am happy to accept
articles/photographs via email. A Word document or Picture attachment.
Just use Journal article or Journal picture as the subject matter.
Opinions expressed in the journal are not necessarily those of the HDARC.
The editor has the right to reproduce the articles for our affiliated club journals/newsletters. The Editor decision is always final.
Closing date for next journal is : July 6th
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Editorial

Hi Everybody
Well, our planned resumption of club meetings has been further
delayed. The earliest we can now meet at the hall is Friday August
6th. Had a disaster here at home; daughter’s cats got behind the
radios and pulled a few wires out, hopefully not a problem. Cats will
be cats.
We are hopeful that we will be able to be at Ropley station in
September for the Railways-On-The-Air weekend. Fingers crossed.
Ralph 2E0HES, HDARC Journal editor.

Club Clothing
Sweatshirts

Polo-Shirts

T-Shirts

Fleeces

Sizes: Small = 36 - 38”- Medium = 38 - 40”- Large = 40 - 42”- XL = 42 - 44”

Available with club logo only or logo, name & callsign
Cap - One Size only: with adjustable strap - Stitching in Yellow
Available with callsign only or callsign and/or name
Some items available in various colours, see Stuart G0FYX for details
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All articles appreciated

“

YOUR JOURNAL NEEDS

Any articles you think you have that will entertain your co- members
then please send them in to Ralph at landscape@sky.com
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A Brief History of Morse Telegraphy - Part 1
It would be very interesting to know the thinking behind the development of the
original Morse code. It had to be tied in intimately with the limitations of the
electro-magnetic mechanisms being designed to transmit and receive it. Records
show that beginning as early as the B.C.'s reflected sunlight (heliography) by day,
and lamps, lights or fires at night, were used for some kind of elementary
signalling. By the A.D. 1700's (and well into the 1800's) several semaphore systems
had been devised and were in rather extensive use in Europe and elsewhere. These
used an alphabetic code formed by the configurations of two or more signal arms or
shutters making block patterns (at night some used light configurations) for distance
signalling within line of sight.
All these systems (often aided by the use of telescopes) were subject to weather and
visibility limitations, and generally required at least two operators at the receiving
end -- one to look and the other to write. Where considerable distances (a hundred
miles or more) were involved relay stations were established. These signalling systems
conveyed a symbolic message or spelled out words for visual reception. A few
electric or electrochemical systems were developed using some method of
spelling out words by transmitted letter symbols. Morse's system was not the first
to use electricity. During the early 1800's several electrical and electro-chemical
systems (which overcame the visibility problem, which was complicated by weather
conditions) were invented and used. Some of them were quite ingenious, but
tended to be cumbersome, rather slow and troublesome to maintain.
Morse's ingenuity was in combining a simple electro-mechanical system with
some sort of "linear" coding. Samuel F. B. Morse ingeniously foresaw the newly
discovered principle of electromagnetism in combination with some sort of "linear"
coding as the key to developing a truly practical telegraphic system. It could provide
the relative simplicity and ruggedness needed for the equipment. Like Marconi half
a century later, his vision to combine these newly discovered principles and the
entrepreneurial drive to bring them into use made telegraphy what it became in the field of
communication for many decades. Two features were needed: equipment and a
suitable code. As originally conceived it was to be a self-recording system, inscribing
the code signals on a strip of paper tape to be read by eye. At that time, there was
no thought given to "reading" it by ear alone.

The Original Morse Code
His coding system begun in 1832 was a translation system consisting of two essential
parts:
• a two-way code book or dictionary in which each English word was assigned
a number (and in order to spell out proper names, unusual words, initials,
etc., when necessary, each letter of the alphabet was also assigned a
number), and a code symbol for each digit from 0 - 9 to represent that
number.
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So, the sender would convert each word to a number, send that number and the
receiver would then convert it back again to the English word with a reverse
dictionary. In devising the symbols for the digits, Morse seems to have
recognized that a receiving operator could easily read by eye up to five printed
dots, but that a larger number of dots would be more difficult to read quickly and
accurately, and would be more subject to error, as well as taking longer to
transmit. With such a system, the duration of the dots and spaces was not critical,
but it was a tedious, slow and clumsy system (as well as being rather subject to
errors which could only be found on deciphering). Not much ingenuity was
required to develop the code symbols for the digits: he simply used from one to
five dots to represented the numbers 1 -5, and extended this through 9 and zero
by a longer short space following (here indicated by the symbol @).
Here is his code:- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 . .. ... .... ..... . @ .. @ ... @ .... @ ..... @
With such a system, the duration of the dots was not critical, but the relative spacing's
were important. What a tedious, slow and clumsy system it would have been (as
well as being rather highly subject to errors, which could only be found on
deciphering). The overall idea was ingenuous, and the actual code signals used
for the digits were simplicity itself. But his coding system was the weak link in his
whole system, and would hardly find wide acceptance. (Later, this code
translation-book method was applied in China where it made sense to convert the
Chinese characters to numbers, using an already available standard Chinese
dictionary in which each character had for other reasons been assigned a
number.)

Who

Invented

What

We

Call

"The

Morse

Code?"

Chapter 2 of George P. Oslin's book "The Story of Telecommunications" opens
with these words: "Ask almost any American who invented the telegraph, and the
answer will be 'Morse', but he did not create the dot-and-dash Morse code, the
Morse key, or the stylus recorder." Who was Mr. Oslin, and where did he get this
information? He was a journalist who later became public relations director of
Western Union. To prepare this book he exhaustively investigated newspaper
articles, magazines, books and more than 100,000 letters and diaries of those
involved and condensed it. (He was 93 years old when the book was published.)
Pages 13 to 28 are devoted to a summary of the origins of Morse telegraphy, from
which the following quotations come. Previous publications had only hinted at
what Mr. Oslin has said so clearly. (The numbers in parentheses refer to pages in
his book.)
In order to understand the confusion we need to realize first that "Morse's craving
for fame was so strong that he postured, pontificated, tried to convince everyone
he was great, and was zealous in defending his claims.". To blow up his
importance. Morse on several occasions made some quite false statements and
exaggerations. It is too bad that he refused to give credit where credit was due,
for he would have showed himself a greater man by it.
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From the very first, Morse made strict contractual relationships whereby he alone
was to be credited with all advancements and improvements: all credits for whatever
anyone did for him would [publicly] belong to him alone. Yet in a letter Vail, his expert
assistant, wrote on March 11, 1853 that "his agreement with Morse provided 'that
whatever Mr. Smith, Dr. Gale, or myself should invent or discover, going to simplify
or improve Morse's telegraph would belong to all jointly".
However, Morse never shared any of this, and constantly cut Vail off from any public
recognition for his work. Because of this, we know almost no details about the
development history of the alphabetic versions of the code. We can be sure that if
this code had been the work of Morse himself, he would most certainly have carefully
elaborated every step of its development. (This is one clue previously published
materials provide us.) A second factor was that they were physically separated during
most of the first six or seven years: Morse was in New York City while Alfred Vail
was working independently in Morristown NJ. This is only a distance of about 30
miles by air, but travel was difficult in those days.
See this in the following: "On October 18, 1837 Morse wrote to Vail: 'I long to see
the machine you have been making and the one you have been maturing in the
studio of your brain.' Later Vail invited Morse to Morristown, where the artist realized
his cumbersome picture-frame equipment [for recording the signals at the
receiving end] was to be replaced by the practical and simple Vail instrument.
Morse was so upset, Baxter said, that he became ill and was in bed for some
weeks at the Vail home." (Morse's feelings were badly hurt.) If Alfred Vail had not
joined Morse as assistant in the latter part of 1837, Morse's telegraph system
would no doubt have been a failure. Vail was not only a skilled technician, but had
a wider perspective, and must have quickly seen that Morse's complex translationcoding system and its equipment were not really practical: there must be a better
way. "It is evident that Henry showed how to telegraph, Morse planned a
cumbersome system to do it, Gale made valuable contributions, and Vail developed
the code and instruments necessary for successful operation." (25) On October 18,
1888, over 40 years later. Alfred Vail's widow wrote to H.C. Adams, president of
Cornell University.
1888: "... Prof. Morse ... sent for me, and on his dying bed [he died 2 April 1872,
almost 81 years old], with the forefinger of his left hand raised and moving to give
expression to his words, he said: 'The one thing I want to do now is justice to
Alfred Vail." As for his coding system, "Morse's caveat of October 3, 1837, and his
letter to Vail on October 24, 1837 announcing the completion of his dictionary of
numbers for words did not mention a dot-and-dash alphabet." However, he kept
working on it until 1843: "Six years after Vail created the Morse code [1937-8],
Morse wrote to [F.O.J.] Smith about the numbers-for-words dictionary he was
preparing." Vail, in a letter to his father and brother February 21, 1838, regarding a
demonstration he had just given to the President and his Cabinet: "The President
proposed the following sentence, 'The enemy nears . . . It was then put in numbers
and written on the register."
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"Alfred Vail who created the Morse telegraph key and sounder and telegraph code
at Morristown N.J. while Morse was in New York devising a number for each word
commonly used. Morse's idea was to transmit numbers instead of words to send
messages." "The Engineering News of April 14, 1886, stated that 'credit for the
alphabet, ground circuit and other important features of the Morse system belongs
not to Morse at all, but to Alfred Vail, a name that should ever be held in
remembrance and honor." F. O. J. Smith wrote: "It is evident that Henry showed
how to telegraph, Morse planned a cumbersome system to do it, Gale made
valuable contributions, and Vail developed the code and instruments necessary for
successful operation." (24-25) "Vail watched Morse gradually eliminate him from
credit with mounting astonishment and anger, making no public outcry because
Morse, involved in a multiplicity of court battles, required all possible support to
preserve the patents. When Morse later referred to Vail and his father merely as
'furnishing the means to give the child a decent dress,' Vail supporters boiled, and
telegraph journals contained many strong words."
Vail's Thinking ? It would be very interesting to know the thinking behind the development
of Vail's " Morse" code. It had to be tied in intimately with the limitations of the
electro-magnetic mechanisms being designed to transmit and receive it. Factors
which no doubt strongly dominated in Vail's thinking were: brevity, simplicity and
accuracy.
Accuracy requires that the receiving operator be able to distinguish immediately
between similar characters without confusion or hesitation. (We must remind
ourselves that at this point in time Vail was thinking only of reading a record by
eye on a strip of running paper tape, not about receiving by ear as was done
later.) We must also realize that while "speed" was commercially important, it
was by no means so pressingly demanding in the mid 19th century as it is today.
Starting with Morse' simple off-on signalling system Vail developed this original
idea into a truly practical alphabetic concept, one that does not require further
translation. We may suspect that his key idea was to use more than one signal-on
duration. (Did musical rhythms also suggest the internal character spaces?)
This was totally different from Morse' code-dictionary concept. Note: Although
Morse, in writing out his code dictionary, is said to have written a dash in lieu of
five dots, there seems never to have been any hint of his using such a signal
element in his code itself. We cannot help wondering how he determined that the
use of longer-than-normal internal spaces between elements would not cause the
receiving operator confusion in distinguishing between characters. Did Vail do
some testing to try it out? These interesting aspects seem to have gone
completely unreported in contrast to the attempt to associate the briefest code
symbols with the most frequently used English letters, which is well reported
(however, as if it were Morse's own work). "In November and December 1837,
when Vail built the instruments, he visited Louis Vogt, proprietor of a print shop at
Morristown, and, over a case of type, learned which letters of the alphabet were
used most frequently... He assigned the fewest dots and dashes to those
letters."
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By January 1838, about three months after Vail had joined Morse, he had
produced the first practical "Morse" code, a purely alphabetic code, which
included the use of dashes as well as dots and internally spaced characters.
[However, at this point not every letter had a separate code character; several (J
= G, Y = I, V = L, and S = Z) were combined. This would be ambiguous for
receiving by ear, but more easily handled reading by eye from the context of the
inscribed tape record.] This alphabetic code would have made coding and decoding almost perfectly straightforward and let overall transmission speed jump up
immediately to about ten wpm. However, he did not tell Morse about it: -according to information now available, for six years later Morse was still working
on his word-number and number-word dictionary. (Morse was so easily upset by
some of Vail's excellent inventive developments.)
It is not clear whether any previous inventor had used more than one length of
element in a linear code system. (The idea of "linear" is that of a simple signal
running along a line in time, in contrast to simultaneous complexity of signals,
such as a two-arm semaphore or a printed alphabet.) Vail chose four kinds of
linear elements (besides the necessary minimal spacing between the elements of a
character) to form characters:
•
•
•
•

dot, the shortest,
dash, appreciably longer,
longer dashes,
longer internal space.

This gave four choices for the internal elements of a character and three choices
for its initial and final elements (where internal longer spaces are obviously
not applicable). These choices now allowed for a practical alphabetic code for
linear transmission. (Additional spaces were of course needed between
characters and words). By 1843, Vail had made such major changes to this early
1838 alphabet that the only letters which were not changed were E H K N P Q.
These changes included assigning to each letter a single code character. -- It
is not at all clear from a comparison of the alphabets and the relative
frequencies of the letters why such extensive changes were made, as the same
results could have been achieved by changing very few letters. (Were there
other factors involved than mere brevity?) Since Morse knew nothing about this
new code (he had many other concerns as well) and no one else would yet be
using it, no confusion would result by whatever changes were made.
The average character length of the 1838 alphabet was 8.329. Thus the new
1844 code with average character length of 7.978 was actually about 4% shorter
than in the 1838 alphabet. (If he had interchanged just two characters, L and T, in
the original 1838 alphabet it would have averaged 7.950 units per letter or 4.5%
shorter than it originally was, just a bit shorter than the new 1844 code!). Some
other variations could have resulted in a still shorter system.
The 1844 code was thus not the "best" possible, but it proved to be very practical
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Vail's final code was used successfully by many thousands of commercial operators,
and was the standard for wire telegraphy in the United States, Canada and a few
other places until nearly the mid-20th century.
Relative timing is critically important to prevent confusion and misunderstanding
by the receiving operator. The least bit of hesitation in the wrong place within the character, or holding the key down an instant too long would send the wrong character.
If these very tiny differences in timing were disregarded, the following letters
within a word would be confused: I, O and EE; C, R, S, IE and EI; Y, Z, II, SE,
ES, H and the character &; similarly for "on" signals, T, L and Zero could be confused
with one another.
Neither the final 1844 code nor its successor, the International Morse code, is perfect.
Perhaps no code could be "perfect" for every application, but it proved practical,
and together with the promotion of the telegraph instruments it came into wide
and successful use. Its efficiency in other languages will vary, depending on the
relative frequency of the letters.
TO BE CONTINUED (see page 16).
Reproduced by permission of William G Pierpont N0HFF.

Adapted by G0FYX.

A line drawing of the Kings Head Wickham
One of the many line drawings that are used on the Clubs Awards Certificates
Drawn by Silent Key and ex club member Dick G0RPX .
See his obituary on page 20
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CrAfty Antenna Switching

As radio amateurs most of us spent quite a bit of time 'playing' with antennas,
sometimes with success, sometimes not! Many of us spend a great deal of time
moving things around in the hope of improving propagation and reducing noise
(QRM) that affects our signals.
With the advent of OFFCOM's directive on RF field safety, positioning the
antenna feed to avoid places visited by 'the public' has become even more
important. So time for a rethink.
How It Was
Originally we had a 5m scaffold pole immediately outside the conservatory for the
washing line - well that's what we tell the neighbours. I was using this to support
an inverted L antenna that ran above the washing line fixed to a second scaffold
pole at the end of the garden. To reduce the feeder length the vertical part of the
antenna is next to the conservatory so it's difficult to maintain a suitable radiated
field separation distance. It's also close to the pole so not at all ideal.
Loading coils for the lower bands were placed outside at the base of the pole and
suffered from the effects of weather. It's surprising how much corrosion rain water
causes.
Have Another Go
As we have now built a 2nd storey onto the house, I have a convenient gable end
wall to fix an antenna pole to. This means the end can be fixed 2m above the roof
line and 7m above the ground and hauled up and down using nylon cord and a
pulley by leaning out the window. By using the G7FEK, back to back inverted L
design, the feed point is in the middle of the run and away from the support poles
and it's further down the garden away from the neighbours.
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The G7FEK is modified to increase the separation at the centre to a metre and
the 2 ends run down using plastic spreaders. As I don't have the 7m height
required I've extended the horizontal sections to compensate. I added a 150k
resistor across the antenna and ground to discharge any static charge.
The earthing system uses several copper wires and lengths of scrap 10mm
copper pipe buried under the lawn as well as 2 above ground counterpoises.
These run into the shed with 10mm2 earth cable

What Another Shed!
Conveniently I have a wooden shed more or less under the feed point, so by
making a hole in the shed wall covered with an offcut of plastic windowsill, I was
able to bring the ends of the antenna out of the weather. There is a small tumble
dryer in the shed and placing an upturned plastic box on top I had a nice insulated
platform to terminate everything.
The feeder uses RG213 to cope better with mismatches in the SWR. This runs
down the garden to the shed in 40mm black waste pipe to protect it from rogue
spades and forks. I used 45 degree bends to make it easier to pull the cable
through and reduce the bend radius.
Switchery Pokery!
For top band a loading coil is added to the end of the antenna but it was a pain
going to the shed to add this in for top band use. When we started doing the
Saturday CW practice I needed a 10m dipole so that had to be connected too.
Some kind of switching system was required.
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I had a roll of old twin and earth mains lighting cable and that was run in the pipe
with the feeder to enable antenna switching. So I had a loading coil to switch in
and out and a 10m antenna to switch over to. I wanted to have a DC power feed
available to run an auto ATU so if I used a common ground connection that would
give me only 2 wires to do all the switching. I got round the problem by using two
1N4001 silicon diodes in series with the relays in opposite directions. At the shack
end there's a small power supply and a change over switch.
With the power off, both relays are de-energised and the G7FEK is selected and
the relay is shorting the loading coil. With the power on and the switching wire
positive, one diode conducts and allows power to the loading coil relay with puts it
in series with the G7FEK for top band. With the power on and the switching wire
negative, the other diode conducts and switches the feeder to the 10m dipole.

The loading coil and relays were fixed to a piece of wooden board. As you can
see in the top picture, the feeder is has a large common mode choke using several turns through a big RF ferrite core and there's another one at the shack end
to stop the RF getting back to the shack .
It's a right old lash up but it works a treat and I don't have to do chilly early
morning dashes to shed any more!
73/88 M0CAA and M0BOZ.
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Getting to know you Chris M0KTT

Chris ever present as the station manager at a special event
I got into radio as a hobby via CB radio in the mid 80`s, at the age of
30 with my friend Alan, 2E0KIT; we did think about amateur radio, but
the thought of learning Morse to get the licence put us off, not needed
now of course. I had my accident in 2006, and during my recovery,
which took me up to 2008, I thought about ham radio again, and found
out the requirements for the licence had changed.
I find aerial experimentation the most interesting part of the hobby, I’m
not technically or mathematically inclined at all, it's always been
something of a mystery how i managed to get a pass in the advanced
licence!
I use a rather ancient Kenwood TS830S HF radio, with my battered
but still serviceable TS480SAT as a back up, plus an Alinco DR635 for
VHF
I see data modes becoming more dominant, as the radio spectrum
becomes more busy, and QRM from all sorts of domestic and
business use increases.
What radio would I ideally have?...A brand spanking new TS830S, with
its matching ATU, and linear amplifier!
73 Chris M0KTT
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Wordplay - Submitted by Stuart G0FYX
Before my surgery, the anaesthesiologist offered to knock me out with
gas or a boat paddle. It was an ether/oar situation
.
I have a pencil that used to be owned by Shakespeare. But he chewed it
a lot. Now I can't tell if it's 2B or not 2B.
Astronomers got tired of watching the moon go round the earth for 24
hours. So they decided to call it a day
.
Will glass coffins become popular? It remains to be seen
Adultery is a sin. You cannot have your Kate and Edith too.
If you boil a funny bone it becomes a laughing stock. That's humerus.
A nurse came in and said "Doctor, there's a man in the waiting room who
thinks he's invisible. What should I tell him?" The doctor said "Tell him I
can't see him today"
I relabelled all of the jars in my wife's spice rack. I'm not in trouble
yet....but it is cumin
Stealing someone's coffee is called mugging.
Pasteurise - too far to see
Whoever invented 'Knock. Knock' jokes should get a No-Bell prize
The other day I held the door open for a clown. It was a nice jester.
No matter how much you push the envelope, it will still be stationery.
Energiser bunny arrested. Charged with battery
I put my grandma on speed dial. I call that Instagran
.
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A Brief History of Morse Telegraphy - Part 2
The Original Morse Code Modified in Europe
Morse telegraphy was introduced into Germany in 1847 by a Mr. William
Robinson (without authorization by Morse). There the Marine Dispatch Service
between Hamburg and Cuxhaven, a communication system for shipping, was using
an optical system, useless under bad weather conditions. They became greatly
interested in the potential of this electric all-weather system.
One of their officials who was also an engineer, Frederick Clemens Gerke, immediately translated Vail's book on the telegraph into German. This systematic German
engineer saw how easy it was to confuse the receiving operator, so he modified
the original code to eliminate the internally spaced characters and the various
lengths of dashes. This left just two lengths: a dot and a dash. Even though this
would make a transmission longer, it meant less skill was required to achieve the
same level of proficiency and accuracy of communication. He retained A B D E G
H I K M N P S T U V just as they were, used I for both I and J, and then formed new
code characters for those deleted, and for the numbers, etc.
Other German and Austrian states soon adopted the Morse system, but each
state modified the Morse code independently, making interstate communication
difficult. In 1852 the German and Austrian state telegraphs convened to unify the
codes in use (as well as the tariffs).
Their principles were:
• uniform dot and dash elements (and spacings),
• letters to be no more than four elements long,
• numbers to be five elements long, and
• punctuation six elements long.
They took Gerke's alphabet as the basis, but changed his O P X Y and Z to the
present "International" forms, and developed the present systematic number system,
etc. They made this code their official standard on 1 July 1852. -- The present
form of J and other European language symbols were added in 1865 at the Paris
International Telegraph Convention, and for a long time this form of code was
called the "Continental" code, until wireless made it "International." Minor
punctuation changes were made 1 September 1939.
Equipment
Morse's original receiving system was a clumsy recorder, which made marks on a
paper strip pulled along by clockwork under a magnetically operated pencil, pen,
or stylus. It presented an "on-off" record, which was then read by eye. Vail
created a much superior recorder. There is plenty of evidence that even Morse
and Vail had learned to distinguish most letters by ear during the first few months of
their primitive sending.
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As early as 1845 some other operators could identify most of the code letters by
ear as they listened to the clicking of the recorder. By 1846 many regular operators were doing so, or could. However, there was great reluctance on the part of
local office managers to accept this method of copying, and some strictly forbade
it. The operators who read by ear had to keep the paper tapes as proof of their
accuracy, and offered a means of correction. (In copying, operators often used
abbreviations, which would be intelligible to the readers).
Morse's original sending device was a sort of typesetter's ruler with dots and
spaces. Vail's first simple key, predecessor of later hand keys, was designed
about 1840. It was a simple flat spring with a knob, which in time developed
into the improved and sturdier designs we now know. Among several examples
of receiving by ear only are: -- James F. Leonard in 1847. He had entered the
service as a messenger boy at age 14. Within a year he became an operator at
Frankfort KY, and was reading by sound. Not only so, but he had also taught
himself to send and listen at the same time, writing down an incoming message
while sending another.
Some other operators by that year were listening to a message or two, then
writing them down later.
On the first of May 1847 the Albany Evening Journal reported that a business
man named W. C. Buell was sitting in the telegraph office listening to the incoming messages when the operator's tape printer fouled up. Buell was found to
have correctly "read" and remembered what had been sent.
That same year a Louisville broker, who had been sitting in a telegraph office,
was fined and jailed for listening to market reports coming in and not paying for
them (because he had no operator's license)! That same year, a Mr. Books,
operator at Pittsburgh, wrote out a long message by sound alone. Receiving by
ear alone was proving to be not only possible, but practical (and time saving).
Nevertheless, some offices were slow to accept receiving by ear alone and
required all messages to be recorded even though the operator read by ear.
In 1852-3 an Erie RR conductor refused to accept train orders received by ear,
and complained to his superintendent about the operator, Charles Douglas.
When Douglas was reproved, he insisted on being tested, and demonstrated that
not only did he copy accurately for short messages, but also for very long ones.
Thereafter the Erie RR officially permitted copying by ear. The sounder was
invented in 1856 and was used extensively and almost exclusively during and
after the Civil War, though a few diehards persisted in requiring the old recorders
to be used.
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Early Day Operators Up Through The Civil War
Telegraphy grew up with the railroads, making train dispatching, etc., easier and
safer. At first, most telegraph offices were in the RR stations. Each station, as well
as many other important locations (such as switching points) was manned by an
operator. There were many more "country" and small-town stations than "city" offices.
Most operators came from the country and small towns where they remained, but
some were attracted to the advantages of city offices.
Telegraphy was mostly a young man's occupation. The majority were boys whose
ages ranged from nine upwards. Most of them ranged from 14 to 18. Some were
in their 20's, but few above that. Many of them became superb operators, very
accurate, fast and reliable. Almost all were completely trustworthy and loyal. They
refused to divulge the contents of messages to other than the addressees. Many
of these young chaps who had served in railway and public telegraph offices became
operators for the armies of both sides during the Civil War, frequently doing service far
beyond the call of duty, and at great personal risk. (Although they were usually
stationed right on the front lines, yet they never received military honors or pay.)
In the early days pencils were used to copy and an adequate supply of sharpened
ones was kept at hand for each operator. Later, many telegraphers copied with
pen and ink (in beautiful Spenserian script -- think of the risk of blots with the old
steel pens!), at speeds that ranged up to 30-35 wpm: neat deliverable copy.
Operators after the Civil War
This was a period of growth, both in the number of RR offices, and especially the
size of big-city offices. Women in large numbers began to become operators in
the city offices because it was cleaner and more respectable work than domestic
or factory labor. There were several categories of operators in the city offices:
those handling slow traffic from country places, those handling higher speed
material, financial report operators, and at the top, press (news).
The goal of most male operators was to advance and be able to handle high
speeds accurately. These were honored men with the highest pay. In a city telegraph
office it was common to "haze" a new operator. The others would arrange to have
an unusual or garbled message sent to him, or more often a message sent at
speeds too fast for him and watch him sweat and worry it out. If, when he looked
around at their amusement and realized it was put on, he took it pleasantly, he
was considered "initiated" and accepted into the telegraphic fraternity. But if
he was infuriated or upset, he was considered still a freshman. When typewriters
became practical in the 1880's they began to be used in American telegraph offices. A
superb operator was said to be able to copy 50 -60 wpm without trouble, and many
of these were said to have copied regularly 5 - 6 words behind to do this.
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The Introduction of Wireless
When Marconi entered the scene with his wireless, the "Continental" or
"International" Morse code was in wide use everywhere except in America. Wireless
was then primarily -- in fact, almost solely -- used where wire lines could not be
strung. That meant that it was almost entirely ship to shore or ship to ship.
American operators were American-Morse trained, and soon had to add
"Continental" code to their repertoire, using both codes: American Morse among
themselves and "Continental" with other operators. Many became highly proficient in both codes, using them interchangeably as needed, on a moment by moment basis.
For a period of time up to about WWI this became a requirement. However, using
the somewhat faster and very "ditty" American Morse with the early spark transmitters
made copying difficult whenever static was present. The static and the signals
tended to sound too much alike, and at the low radio frequencies then in use,
static was heavy during at least half the year. During this period the U.S. Navy
developed an entirely different set of code symbols, probably for this reason, but
they were abandoned in favor of the "Continental" code just before the U.S. entered World War I. It was about the same time that the "Continental" form of
Morse code also became standard in the U.S. for commercial and among almost
all radio amateurs.
When were the terms "dit" and "dah" introduced?
The March 1926 Wireless Magazine refers to the 1923 Transatlantic signals of
(F)8AB as fluttery 25 cycle with "dahdahdahditdit didah dahditditdit". Were there earlier examples? With a sounder, instead of "dits" there are "iddies" and for "dahs"
"umpties" to distinguish the two types of clicks. Another description was "klick,
kalunk". In addition to this, of course, was the spacing between words. Good sending
had to be relatively precise.
Accuracy was demanded of commercial operators: they were rated on the quality
of their sending. A sender or receiver who had to repeat or to ask for repeats
could be disqualified. It was not merely a matter of courtesy, but of economics:
errors meant delays for customers and cost time and money to the telegraph
companies. The good telegrapher adjusted his relative lengths according to the
perceptive skill of the receiving operator, by making larger or smaller differences
in the relative lengths.
One operator reports from his experience that careless Morse sounded worse on
a sounder than on CW. Words with lots of Old Morse letters: joy jack jail Japan
jelly jewel jiffy join jolly jungle jury quick quality queer equip quote ill long loss late
labor loyal legal limit lip.The signal AR Comes from the American Morse fn =
finished
Reproduced by permission of William G Pierpont N0HFF. Adapted by G0FYX.
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GØRPX SK
Richard Daniel Evans was born in Fratton on the
29th October 1930, to parents Daniel and Daisy.
He was the eldest of 3 children with brothers
Bernard and Terry. From Fratton, the family
moved to Charles Square, then to Portchester
where Dick started school, and then finally they
settled on Maplethorpe Road in Wymering.
World War 2 began one month before Dick’s 9th
birthday, so wartime Portsmouth was the
backdrop to Dick’s childhood. He was briefly
evacuated to stay with family in the Midlands but quickly came back to
Portsmouth. At age 14 Dick went to the building school to study ‘all trades’. He
then gained a 5 year plumbing apprenticeship with Portsmouth City, followed by
another 2 years to gain further qualifications. In 1948, Dick joined North End
Cycling Club and this began a lifelong passion with track and road cycling. During
Dick’s racing years he won many medals and, as far as we know, still holds the
fastest record for Portsmouth to Hindhead and back. In the early 1950s, Dick was
called to do his National Service and joined the RAF. He worked on Radar which
in turn developed into another of his lifelong interests – his fascination with radios.
In 1966, aged 35, Dick met the love of his life, Linda. She was a distant cousin
who had come over from Canada for a holiday and was staying with Dick’s family.
Linda was 24 years old and a hospital records clerk. They fell in love and married
at St. Peter & St. Paul’s Church in Wymering on the 1st October 1966. For the first
10 months of their married life, they lived in Stamshaw, before moving to
Hawthorn Crescent in July 1967. Shortly after the move they were blessed with a
son, Steven, and then a daughter, Kathleen (or Kate as we know her), in 1969.
Number 426 Hawthorn Crescent became their family home, and Dick was to live
there for the rest of his life. Dick was an energetic man with many interests,
alongside his love of cycling and radios, he was also a very accomplished artist
and for many years he would be involved in cycling during the summer and would
then do his artwork during the winter. During the entirety of his working life Dick
was employed as a plumber for Portsmouth City Council, retiring in 1990. After
his retirement Dick learnt Morse Code and gained his amateur radio licences.
Dick’s call sign is G0RPX, only now with the addition of sk on the end, which
means ‘silent key’.
In 2019 Dick fell ill whilst away in Canada and this began a decline in his health
Dick died at home, with Kate and Linda by his side, on the 1st May 2021.I am
grateful to Kate for sending me a copy of the Revd Amy Webb’s address to the
congregation at St Philips’s Church, Cosham on May 26th 2021.
Stuart GØFYX
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Horndean & District A.R.C Information.

Club Call signs

G4FBS (Held by MØKTT); G6RST (Held by G4WQZ)

Club Website

http://www.hdarc.co.uk
(Maintained by Neil 2E0LNX )

Club Groups.io site Administrator is Stuart GØFYX
Club Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/hdarc1975/
Club Twitter Account

@HorndeanARC

Club Meetings

Held at Deverell Hall, 84 London Rd, Purbrook,
Waterlooville, Hants. PO7 5JU, on the 1st and
3rd Friday of each month. Commencing at 1900.

Club Nets

All times are local and frequencies plus/minus QRM.

Sunday

0900 CW until about 0930 then SSB on 1950 kHz.
Net controller:- Stuart GØFYX
2000 FM 433.450 MHz
Net controller:- John G4WQZ

Monday

1930 SSB 1950kHz
Net controller:- Stuart GØFYX

Wednesday & Friday
1930 FM 145.375 MHz
Net controller:- John G4WQZ
Club Membership
Joining fee £2 . Annual fee £26. Those aged 10-18 pay half this rate, and
under 10’s have free junior membership. For Europe and rest of the World
fees please contact the Membership Secretary. All annual fees payable on
November 1st. If fees not paid by the following January 31st, membership is ended.
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CLUB NEWS/DIARY

Compiled by Stuart GØFYX

News
Following the latest recent government statement, we will not now be meeting
until Friday August 6th. However, a reminder about the HDARC 2m nets, now
Wednesday and Friday on 145.375 MHz at 1930 local time. An ideal chance to
keep in touch with other club members. Please give it a go, and all are welcome.
Just call in, even for a short chat.

Diary
Tuesdays June 22nd, 29th, July 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th, A Club Zoom meeting at
2000. The link for all the club zoom meetings is:
https://us04web.zoom.us/
j/77825040776pwd=eHpreHVCVkVRMWs5RG9SaTFtMTF5UT09
Meeting ID: 77825040776, Passcode: dU2Px2
But you shouldn’t need either of these if you click on the link above.

This ‘n’ that
The RSGB series of Club Championship contests continues. Dates are:
June 24th SSB
July 5th CW
July 14th SSB
July 22nd Data.
In addition there are FT4 contests on June 28th and July 26th.
The autumn series of RSGB Club Championship contests starts on September
6th.
All contests are on 80m from 2000-2130 local time.
For the rules and details see:
https://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/rules/2021/r80mcc.shtml

We have a lot of items for sale. Please visit the club website
(www.hdarc.co.uk) and choose the For Sale tab.
At the funeral of former HDARC member Dick Evans GØRPX, amateur radio
and HDARC was represented by Frank GØLFI. Stuart GØFYX, XYL Maureen
and Wally GØPPH at the church, and by Peter G8PIQ and Dave G4TST at the
cemetery.
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